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Napping Backbones: Energy Efficient Topology 
Control for Wireless Sensor Networks 

Abstract-In tbis the effec-
theneS!> of building backbones" data dissemi-
nation in wireless sensor The NAPBACK protocol 
builds connected backbones whose nodes are endowed with a 
<,<I",enh,w,.k .. schedwe that induces considerable saving;", 

nrl,IOl"lS the network lifetime. Via on 
networks up to nodes we have observed increases on 
network lifetime up to almost with 
topology control protocols (S.DMAC). In.:reaSE,U 
price to pay for the on 
makes NAPBACK a solution for deJlay-in,scElsitive 
ap!pli.�tionls. Multlfold are the research directions opened by 

initial study. We are to different methods 
for deliaing the scbedwes of the nodes. Final aims 
include tbe minimization of tbe latency, as well as tbl'ou!!bl�ut 
maldmizatioll. methods sbowd also 
independent of and could be based on 
deterministic strategies, ratber tban the simple randomized 
technique used bere. 

Index Terms-Wireless sensor networks, energy efficient 
node schedllles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper concerns the definition of a mechanism for the 
control of the of a wireless sensor network 
i.e., a multi-hop w ireless network whose nodes are 

numbers and are energy constrained. The 

and the sensed data is routed 

• ��'�nJ" y control we are interested in is the 

one that uses those features of the sensor nodes for which 

their radio interface can be i.e., turned off. This 
a node 's energy, since radio functions 

and are far the 

most energy activities of a sensor node. At the 

same time, turoing off nodes has immediate consequences 
on the of the WSN. control concerns the 
definition of a schedule for the sensor nodes i n  

such a way that the formed the nodes that are 
awake can still deliver data to the while the number of 

nodes that are is maximized to conserve the 

amount of energy The overall aim is that of 

network lifetime. 
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Our aDIDrclacll to t"",,)nIT'U control consists in """"""111); 

a subset among the sensor nodes that fonns a connected 

backbone. Sensed data are delivered to the sink only via the 

backbone nodes. The basic idea is to the nodes in the 
backbone awake, and to put every other node to In 
we h ave shown that this termed Sensor-DMAC (8-
DMAC), to increases in network lifetime wilh respect 

to other backbone formation and control mecha· 
and GAF nodes 

we propose a new mechanislll for 
the backbone nodes. Nodes in the backbone take 

that are shorter than those of non-backbone 

in such a way thaI, while "Ol'�f'''Vl'''' 

can still efficient data 

thorough ns2-based simulation we show that 

our solution, termed NAPBACK, is effective in thc 

network lifetime up to almost with respect to DMAC 
and S-DMAC. 

In this paper we describe the NAPBACK 
tiou II) and show the results of our flel·fcrrm:am:e c,,,mnar'i�c,,, 
among NAPBACK, S-DMAC and DMAC (Section III) < De

tailed NAPBACK as well as an section 
on related work will appear in the full-blown paper . 

II. THE NAPBACK PROTOCOL 

The NAPBACK is executed at each sensor node 

III a distributed and localized way, 
which meets the of wireless sensor network-

The building a backbone among the 

network nodes to the backbone formation 
DMAC Nodes are divided into clusterheads 

ways (GWs) and nodes (ONs) so that every nrrllm.n.' 

node has a CH as its immediate ells and GWs form 
a connected backbonE nodes). This same annrrl!lch 

is followed by the S-DMAC [I]. where the backbone 

nodes �tay awake while the interfaces of ONs are 

to When an ON senses an event, it wakes up and 



send the cOlrre!'pondling data to one of the "'"')l;"'U'"'"''''li 

CHs. Then it goes back 10 The data reaches the sink 
the backbone nodes. 

NAPBACK starts from an S-DMAC backbone, and com

pute a 
nodes are <vrl"hnm 

of each frame. This allows the schedules to 10 possible 

as their upstream node are awake). also wakes up when all 

the I-level backbone nodes (both CHs and GWs) it is 
depel�dEmt on are awake. The schedule ensures that 

frame nodes will find at least a common Non-

.... _.'''r'' ..... '' with nodes on and with nodes that 

on them. Once the GWs of level have _�.' .. p __ ._ 

llt;;,Il;;lllAJ"", <OU'lIJ<Jllll> them to forward their data at the 

in the net work and in dala Iraffk. lime. 
In the will be used to indicate the 

number of times that a CH decides to in the current 

frame. CHs are free to up their own ""lltoIJIU"", 

of every other nooe's schedule. Once a node i s  

up, it slays up for a amount of time called Non-
We consider the backbone divided into levels 

to level �: if 
its distance from the sink is k. The upstream node of a 

level-I.: node IS a backbone node that 

to level 1. An ON has only one upstream 

CH. For a level A' backbone node all its """,,,,wuv, 

nodes that are in level 1 are its own upstream nodes. 

Once the S-DMAC backbone is  formed, a node starts the 

,",V,'UiJ"W'Wu",' of its 
the backbon e 

schedule. This process starts from 
and it is then distributed to the ONs. 

Once the schedules are up at the nodes. 

data from the sensors to the sink i s  
t o  the schedu Ie of the backbone nodes. In the 

we describe the two 

calculation and data tOl"Wllrdml!. 

A. Schedllie calculation 

of schedule 

Time is divided into frames of NAP-FRAME. All 

nodes wake up at the of each frame. The 

schedules are calculated and among the nodes 

the SCHED-XCHANGE-PERIOD at the U".;l!,11lUH15 
of each frame. During this time no data traffic is forwarded 
and any sensed data is buffered the nodes. 

The CHI>, choose the number 

of times will wake up in the current frame. The schedule 
is then broadcast to all their The ONs simply note 

down the schedule of their CH. 
Since the CHs do not on any for 

it is left to the GW s to ensure 
daonl�,,'mL'o schedule guarantees the of 

the data to the sink. to the schedule of 

upstream and downstream CHs could lead to a Nap-

count for GWs. we observe that a GW 
''''''1''''''1> to the schedules of its upstream nodes and to that 

of those downstream CBs that choose it as their upstream 
node is sufficient to guarantee some common awake time 

for data in the current frame. Hence, the GWs 

calculate their schedules in the way: A GW that 

to level k wakes lip for all the CHs at level 1 

that are on it (i.e., when all the CBs who have 

B. Data tnr"",'wll'11'" 

A node an event at a time when the backbone 

node that is 

forwards the to the upstream nodes. In 
palticular, when an ON has data to send it checks whether 

its CH is up, and if so it transmits the Othel"Wise, it 

buffel's the and till it knows its CH is 

up. A backbone node and wakes up to 
its own schedule. Upon up, it checks which 

of its upstream nodes are based on their advertised 

schedules. Then, unicasts the to all the upstream 

nodes that are awake. In our these successive 
umeasts arc sent with a ill or der to re duce the 

of collisions with nodes 

data to the samc destination at thc same time. When 
'I' receives an ACK from at least one of the nodes it sent the 

from the buffer, and transmit 

if time allows. After Non-nap-

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Our ns2 is based on the CMU wireless 
extension, on the IEEE 802.11 MAC with DCF 
Our simulations refer to scenarios where wireless nodes 

with maximum transmission radius of 30m are 

and unifonnly square area of side 
L. We make the thal two nodes are u_ • .., .. �� .• � 

if and if their Euclidean distance is 30m. Each 

node has an initial energy of 21. The power consumed while 

idle and in mode are 

I2.5mW, 12.36mW and .016mW, 
The energy model used to the 

of the TR 1000 radio receiver from RF Monolithic;;. The 

number of nodes has been the values 100, 
200 and 250, while L has been set to 200m. This allows 

us to test the on dense networks. 

Simulations are obtained for different data rates of ,'N'!'"""',",, 

and The 

The sensor nodes wake up bet ween 0 and 

and the total simulation time is 

Metrics of interest for om study are the 
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• Network lifetime: The time needed for the 1st node to 

"die" because of energy 

dead when its energy to 

• The time it takes for 
its source to the sink. 

A node is declared 

a from 

• Throughput: Ratio between the number of 

ceiyed at the sink to the number of at 
the nodes. 

• Total energy: Residual energy left in the network at the 

end of the network lifetime. 

A. Evaluation S-DMAC and NAPBACK. 

All averages refer to a data rale of 1_1 •• 1'l/\. and a frame 
of 20s. here is set to 

1 compares the network lifetime of the three 

prclto,ools. We notice any difference in results between 

S-DMAC and DMAC. This is because in hath cases the 
idle energy dominates and the backbone nodes awake 

energy of the network 

The first node to die in hath the cases is a backbone node. 
As 1Il case 

of NAPBACK. In for lower network 

a smaller number of collisions, and 
."H.,.".m" we observe of up to 

in the network lifetime. 

shows the total residual energy left in the 

entire network. S-DMAC and NAPBACK show very little 

12ll .------�----r_::=_=;:c_-__, 
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Fig. 3. Data throughput 

liig. 4. Latency of packet arriwl .t the sink 

is because greater lifetime is achieved in 
the network to be for a 

V"'J5U�'"" a 
is incurred in DMAC with "'f' .... n,,,m.,, 

maintenance increases, which 
the data to the sink in DMAC. 

4 shows the average 

at the siuk. S-DMAC pertorms 

of data 

O.3secs in the worst case, while DMAC has 

ill sparse networks networks with 100 
pelrfolrm:arn:e of DMAC deteriorates with 

reaches 20secs in the worst case. 

This is due to backbone maintenance overhead, that becomes 
dOlmlllatllllg in case of with 

200 nodes and up), barnpl:rirLg 

NAPBACK in the middle. It averages around 12s 
in sparse networks (l00 and around lOs in denser 

(250 nodes). The best results are obtained for 

S-DMAC since the backbone nodes are awake and 

sensed data can be routed to the s ink. 
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Fig. Effect of frame length on network lifetime 
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Fig. 6. Effect of frame length on avorage latency 

11 NAPBACK: 

6 show !he effect of frame 

on !he network lifetime and The 
refer to the case of networks with 100 nodes, with data rales 

of set to 5 and "<"'-""-'11-

The shorter !he frame the smaller arc 

lifetime and For the same Nap-count, shorter frame 
indicates greater with which schedules arc 

calculated. This means that nodes wake up more 
thus !he network lifetime and average 
observed that the data rate has very little eiTect on the values 
obtained (so little th at is not in the curves). This is 
due to the fact that the are 
on how much we can put th e nodes too and not on the 
data rates as considered here. 

7 shows the effect of frame 

are awake) with their upstream Uc;j�l1UUj 
collisions while 

the upstream nodes when frames are shorter. 
For shorter frames and the same nodes now 
wake up more and there is a likelihood of 

to lower throughput. In all the cases, however, there 
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7. Effect of frame 
rate=lpktl(10, 15. 

ratio at the sink. 

values and the 

on the 

decrease in network lifetime 
range from 3 

within 
data 

rates have very little effect. We have also the 
of different values of on the throllj�hllllt. 

For all three considered data rates, the values lie between 93 
and The fluctuations in the obtained results is the least 
for moderate data rate of 1 every 15secs. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

we have the effectiveness of 

backbones" for data dissemination in 

wireless sensor networks . The NAPBACK builds 
connected backbones whose nodes are endowed with a 

schedule !hat induces considerable energy sav-
and hence the network lifetime. Via simula-

tions on networks with up to 250 nodes we have observed 
increases on network lifetime up to almost wi!h respect 

10 control Increased 
to pay for the on lifetime, 

makes NAPBACK a viable solution for 
WSN applll:aUUI.",. 
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